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ABOUT US

AL – JAMANA AGENCY LIMITED is considered one of
the premier public sector executive recruiting ﬁrms in
the country. Our compa- ny motto “The Power of Partnership” is taken seriously at AL-JAMA- NA and carries a
reputation of providing service and building lasting
relationships by placing the highest quality candidates
throughout KENYA.
We are fully vetted, certiﬁed and qualiﬁed by the Kenya
goverment as a Private Job Employement Agency. Our
ofﬁces are situated in the Nairobi Central Business
District.
For over a decade we have built an inter- national
network of employers and asso- ciate partners to identify and recommend vancancies and other employment oppor- tunities around the globe. This is in line
with our mission of transforming the lives of youth in
Africa by providing them with an opportunity to earn a
decent living through regulated migrant work.

The Mission

AL- JAMANA AGENCY LIMITED is to provide valueadded service to
our clients in an ethical, efﬁcient, tranparent and timely manner. We
are committed to providing our clients and candidates with the
highest caliber of service in the industry.
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Code of Ethics

•We represent some of the ﬁnest organizations in the Country and
convey their values, standards and goals to prospective can- didates
•We are committed to providing our clients and candidates with
periodic updates on the progress of the recruitment.
•We are accountable and support our work with detailed documentation
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•We guarantee our work and are committed to working with our
clients We do not recruit our placements for future job opportunities
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•Our relationships with our candidates are held in the strictest
conﬁdence.
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•We continue to strive for an environmentally friendly workplace
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•We utilize the latest technology to minimize costs to our clients.

Our Promise

PROFESSIONALISM
Our ability to conduct the assignment in a timely and
complete man- ner and the reputation among clients
and candidates for communica- tion (e.g., acknowledgment of resumes, regular reports to the client,
face-to-face interviews with candidates).
EXPERIENCE
Our experience in recruiting and placing candidates from
private sec- tor companies into public sector organizations and proven ability to identify and recommend qualiﬁed female and minority candidates. .
REFERENCES
The thoroughness of our documented reference and
background checks. We do not merely ask for “ﬁve work
related references.” Rather, we request very speciﬁc references from candidates and, where feasible, gather newspaper articles via the Internet

Our Team
AL- JAMANA AGENCY LIMITED, being one of the leading recruitment companies
have the team of experienced recruitment professionals, who labors through the
variables and mundane task associated with the hiring process, thus enabling our
clients to focus on their busi- ness. We work with the primary aim of offering the
‘best of best’ for our clients.
We are your gateway in getting your right job and career. We offer and link our
candidates with the best jobs in the Kenyan and interna- tional market. Whatever
your job interest is, AL- JAMANA will get you the right job for you.

PHILLIP MUCHIRI
+254708993333

JANE NJOKI
+254728750075

JOHN WAKERE
+254722691761

WHY CHOOSE US

Here at AL- JAMANA AGENCY LIMITED we guarantee a full outsourcing service
for the entire recruitment process as well as partial sup- port in recruitment
and selection of candidates for employment.
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•Our specialization in public sector and non-proﬁt executive search on a
nationwide basis.
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•Our proactive recruitment of candidates who may not be seeking new
employment and would not normally respond to routine ad- vertising, or
who may come from non-traditional sources.
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•Our ability to capitalize on an established network of the most respected
executives in the nation.
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•Our track record of success in placing senior level executives in particularly
sensitive and highly responsible/accountable posi- tions.
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•The quality of our work--indicative of this is the fact that most of our clients
have utilized our services on more than one occasion.
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•Our team is skilled in the latest techniques to identify prospec- tive candidates and, as a search progress, to assist in gathering background information on leading candidates.
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•Our experience in recruiting and placing candidates from private sector
companies into public sector organizations.
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•Our proven ability to identify and recommend qualiﬁed female and
minority candidates.
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•Our ability to conduct the assignment in a timely and complete manner.
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•Our reputation among clients and candidates for communication (e.g.,
acknowledgment of resumes, regular reports to the client, face-to-face
interviews with candidates).
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•The thoroughness of our documented reference and background checks.
We do not merely ask for “ﬁve work related references.” Rather, we request
very speciﬁc references from candidates and, where feasible, gather newspaper articles via the Internet

PROFESSION

•Cleaners
•Chefs
•Cooks
•Pot Washers
•Bakers
•Waiter/Waitresses
•Beauticians
•Barbers
•Bartenders
•Housekeepers
•Room Attendants etc
•Electricians
•Carpenters
•Masons
•Plumbers
•Welders/Steelﬁxers

•Mechanics
•Veterinarians
•Nurses etc
•Drivers
•Security
•Merchandisers
•Salesmen/ladies
•Bookkeepers
•Accountants
•IT Specialists
•Human Resource
•Desk Clerks
•Sommeliers etc

OUR PORTFOLIO

OUR PORTFOLIO

Afya Business Plaz
Tom Mboya Street

New Gatakaini Building
5th Floor room 503
P.O. Box 1576-00200, NAIROBI
Tel: +254 708 993333 | +254 728 750075 |
+254 713 363420 | +254 722 691761
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